PROJECT GOAL
Enable the components of an excellent customer retail experience in the luxury
space through the further development of the BMW NA Sales Training Program.

Problem Statement
Athleta wants a low-impact e-commerce packaging solution that aligns with its broader commitment to
sustainable operations and communicates that commitment to customers. Their current packaging solution (a
heavy, difficult to recycle plastic mailer) does not align with Athleta’s commitment to sustainability.

Why?
Improve sustainability
scores & metrics

Increase market share
among sustainably
minded consumers

Reduce cost
for shipping and
materials

Current Packaging
External Polymailer
Used for ecommerce shipments
Applied at the DC

Internal Polybag
Used to protect individual products
Applied at manufacturing stage

Methodology
1.
2.
3.
4.

Interviews of stakeholders at Athleta and Gap Inc. to understand the current state and implementation challenges
Analysis of innovative packaging solutions used by others and methods of messaging packaging choices to consumers
Interviews of packaging vendors to understand cost and sustainability implications of different packaging solutions
Analysis of relative benefits of different solutions to develop final recommendation for packaging and implementation

SCORECARD ANALYSIS

CASE STUDIES IN INNOVATIVE PACKAGING

Recommendation

• Based on the scorecard analysis, we recommend a thinner polymailer.
• Adopting a thinner polymailer allows Gap Inc. to reduce plastic use by 20%, increase
shipping efficiency, and reduce costs. We also suggest instructing manufacturers to pack
internal polybags more efficiently to further reduce plastic.
• We also recommended adding sustainability messaging on the polymailer to educate
consumers about the change.
• Operationally, we recommend Gap Inc. rolls out this new packaging solution for all orders
fulfilled from the one distribution center that fulfills all Athleta orders in addition to some
other Gap Inc. brands, and then potentially roll out across all Gap Inc. ecommerce
shipments.
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